
CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

 

The writer found in the field that it was not all Semarang babah Chinese did code 

switch using Chinese language. Some of them used Dutch to code switch as Lohanda 

(2002: 49 & 73) says that some of babah Chinese preferred to choose Hollandsch 

Chineesche School (HCS). Some of them even did not code switch at all. They used only 

local language/ s to speak. Because of this fact, the writer chose Semarang babah Chinese 

people who did code switch using Chinese language as participants to get the data. 

This chapter shows the analysis and the interpretation of the data gotten from the 

field to answer the problem formulations that have been mentioned above. The data of this 

thesis are taken from the transcription of babah Chinese conversation in their social 

gathering (Appendix 1) and the questionnaire (Appendix 2). The writer analyzed the 

transcription of the conversation to answer how babah Chinese people code switch 

whether they use Chinese language in a full sentence (inter-sentential) or insert word per 

word into a sentence (intra-sentential) when they code switch in social gathering and to 

know the Chinese words which are still used by babah Chinese when they code switch. To 

know the reasons why babah Chinese code switch using Chinese language and the people 

they code switch with, the writer analyzed the questionnaire. Therefore, this chapter is 

divided into four subchapters:  

1. Intra-sentential and / or inter-sentential code switching among Semarang babah 

Chinese. 

2. The Chinese words used by Semarang babah Chinese when they code switch. 

3. The reasons of Semarang babah Chinese to code switch using Chinese 

language. 
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4. The people Semarang babah Chinese code switch with. 

 

4.1. Intra-sentential and /or Inter-sentential Code Switching among Semarang Babah 

Chinese 

From the six groups of participants, it is found that there are two styles of code 

switching using Chinese language and local language (Indonesian and / or Javanese). First, 

the Chinese words are inserted in a sentence (intra-sentential). Second, the Chinese words 

are used in a full sentence (inter-sentential). Landweer (2006) has mentioned that code 

switching can be divided into intra-sentential and inter-sentential. He says that intra-

sentential code switching is code switching that occurs within a sentence and inter-

sentential code switching occurs between sentences. In this research, the writer found the 

use of intra-sentential code switching where Chinese words are inserted inside the 

Indonesian and / or Javanese sentence. It was also found the use of the inter-sentential code 

switching where Chinese words constitute a sentence or sentences among sentences in 

Indonesian and / or Javanese language (see Appendix 3).  

Some examples of intra-sentential code switching found in the data are:  

1. Nek ndak yintung sehari gitu rasane ndak enak “I do not feel comfortable if I do 

not do sport every day (produced by group 2). In this sentence, the Chinese 

word is only yintung “sport”. This word is inserted in the sentence of local 

language (Indonesian and Javanese language). Therefore, this is intra-sentential 

code switching. 

2. Goro-goro joko ya dadi sencingping “ She is crazy because of a man” 

(produced by group 5). This sentence has the same case with the sentence 

above. The Chinese word is only sencingping “crazy”. Therefore, this is also 

intra-sentential code switching. 
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Some examples of inter-sentential code switching found in the data are: 

1. Siungti ciemei cike? “ How many brothers and sisters do you have?” (produced 

by group 3). In this sentence, all of the words are in Chinese language so it 

constitutes a Chinese sentence among local languages sentences. Hence, it is 

inter-sentential code switching. 

2. Nite meimei nengkou ciangkuoi? “ Does your sister speak Chinese?” (produced 

by group 3). In this sentence, all the words are also in Chinese language. 

Therefore, it is also inter-sentential code switching. 

To analyze further, the writer counted the percentage of intra-sentential and intra-

sentential code switching done by Semarang babah Chinese to see which kind of code 

switching is more frequently used. It may show the ability of Semarang babah Chinese in 

Chinese language. Then, the characteristics of intra-sentential and inter-sentential code 

switching done by Semarang babah Chinese are discussed to comply with the linguists’ 

theories mentioned in Chapter 2. 

 

4.1.1. The Comparison of the Percentage of Intra-sentential and Inter-sentential Code 

Switching Done by Semarang Babah Chinese 

From all data, it is found that Semarang babah Chinese produced more intra-

sentential code switching than inter-sentential code switching. The percentage can be 

seen in table 1 below. 
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Table 1 

The percentage of intra-sentential and inter-sentential code switching 

Group Intra-sentential Inter-sentential Total 
1 100% - 100% 
2 100% - 100% 
3 82.94% 17.06% 100% 
4 86.05% 13.95% 100% 
5 92.68% 7.32% 100% 
6 85.71% 14.29% 100% 

 

 

The table above shows all groups produce more than 80 percent intra-sentential code 

switching. It means Semarang babah Chinese produce mainly intra-sentential code 

switching. To produce intra-sentential code switching, Semarang babah Chinese do 

not need the knowledge of the Chinese grammar. They need only certain Chinese 

vocabularies then put in Indonesian and / or Javanese sentence. Therefore, it can be 

interpreted that Semarang babah Chinese do not have enough ability in Chinese 

language, as required to do inter-sentential code switching, the speaker must know 

the grammar of the language and all vocabularies in the sentence / sentences. It has 

been mentioned above, Sekere (2004:55) says that in inter-sentential code switching 

a speaker has the ability of two or more languages used in code switching. Moreover, 

the sentences of the inter-sentential code switching produced are not in a complete 

sentence. These sentences produced are very short and mainly consist of content 

words without function words. It strengthens the interpretation that Semarang babah 

Chinese people have limited knowledge in Chinese language. 

 

4.1.2. The Characteristics of Intra-sentential and Inter-sentential Code Switching Done by 

Semarang Babah Chinese 
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Intra-sentential code switching has its characteristics that are different from the 

characteristics of inter-sentential code switching. It has been mentioned that 

Rodiguez et al (2006), Auer (1998) and Nishimura (1995) have theories of the 

characteristics of intra-sentential code switching while Gumperz (1998) and Sekere 

(2004:55) have theories of the characteristics of inter-sentential code switching. From 

the data, it is found that both intra-sentential and inter-sentential code switching done 

by Semarang babah Chinese comply with those theories. 

 

 4.1.2.1. The Compliance of the Characteristics of Intra-sentential Code Switching Done 

by Semarang Babah Chinese with the Theories of Rodiguez et al, Auer and 

Nishimura 

It has been mentioned that Rodríguez et al (2006) say that intra-sentential 

code switching reflects the occurrence of content words (nouns, verbs, and modifiers) 

and function words (articles, auxiliaries, prepositions, etc.). From the data, in intra-

sentential code switching, it is found that the content words such as nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and also a few function words such as conjunction and demonstrative are 

also found. Therefore, Semarang babah Chinese’s code switching complies with the 

theory of Rodríguez et al (2006) because it contains content words and also function 

words. The examples of content words and function words can be seen in table 2 

below. 
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Table 2 
 

The examples of Chinese content words and function words 
 

Content words Function words  
Group Noun Verb Adjective Conjunct Demonstrative Pronoun 

1  suknya (to 
bet) 

    

2 sekia (Child) Tuepuji 
(sorry) 

dung 
(painful) 

   

3 yintung 
(Sport) 
Yaciata  
(Jakarta) 
Cungkuoren 
(Chinese 
people) 

Yuyung 
(to swim)  
ting (to 
listen) 

Haoje 
(delicious) 
japuto  
(so so)  
daisien 
(salty) 

jung 
(from) 

ceke (this) wo (I) 
women 
(we) 

5 Cenciu 
(acupuncture) 
laopan( boss) 

     

 

 

Auer (1998) says that intra-sentential code switching, where it occurs, may be 

constrained by syntactic and morphosyntactic factors. It is found also in the data, 

intra-sentential code witching done by the participants is controlled by the rule of 

Javanese language. The example of this is in the sentence Teng Tat dija’i cetunan 

ambe’ Kim Gun ora wani “Teng Tat (a name) was offered to bet one million rupiahs 

by Kim Gun (a name) but he refused” (produced by group 1). The word cetun is a 

Hokkien word but it is added with the Javanese / Indonesian suffix an become 

cetunan so it is controlled by Javanese / Indonesian morphological grammar. Besides 

that, the word is put after the verb dija’i (the predicate of the sentence) as adverb so it 

is controlled by Javanese / Indonesian syntactic grammar. Those two cases show that 

the word cetunan is controlled by Javanese / Indonesian morphosyntactic grammar. 

The other example is umahe de’e wae dicia “his / her house was also grabbed” 

produced by group 5. The word cia is Hokkien verb that means to grab. In this 
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sentence, it is added with the Javanese / Indonesian prefix di to form passive voice so 

it becomes a word di-cia. It shows that the Hokkien word cia is controlled by 

Javanese / Indonesian morphological grammar. It is also controlled by Javanese / 

Indonesian syntactic grammar because it is put after the subject of the sentence. 

Those examples show that the code switching of Semarang babah Chinese complies 

with the theory of Auer (1998). 

Nishimura (1995) says that a common word order is necessary for intra-

sentential code switching to take place. It is understandable that to be understood by 

the listeners, people who want to insert a word of one language as the subject of the 

sentence should put the word at the right position in the sentence i.e. before the 

predicate of matrix language and so on because the common word order is subject – 

predicate - object. It is also found in the data that sentences comply with the common 

word order, for example, the sentence that is produced by group 3: Wote cangfu 

selalu makannya sedikit “My husband always eats only a little food”. Wote cangfu 

“my husband” is Mandarin noun phrase that functions as subject in this sentence so it 

comes before the predicate of the sentence. Another sentence is Yang, koe pingin 

mangan innijae, cungkuojae, opo? “Yang (a name), do you want Indonesian or 

Chinese food?” that is produced by group 5. The Chinese words are innijae 

“Indonesian food” and cungkuojae “Chinese food”. These nouns function as object in 

this sentence and they are put after the predicate of the sentence. Therefore, those 

sentences that are produced by Semarang babah Chinese comply with Nishimura’s 

theory (1995). 

 

4.1.2.2. The Compliance of the Characteristics of Inter-sentential Code Switching Done by 

Semarang Babah Chinese with the Theories of Gumperz and Sekere 
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It has been mentioned that Gumperz (1998) as cited by Sekere (2004:55) says 

that inter-sentential switching can also take place between participants’ turns so that 

one speaker speaks in one code (language) but the reply comes in another. From the 

data, it is also found that inter-sentential code switching is done by two speakers. For 

example, in the conversation that is done by group 3, one speaker speaks in Chinese 

language but the other speaker answers in Javanese. The first speaker asks in 

Mandarin sentence: Siao Yang, cia li yu me yu bu’ren? “Siao Yang (a name), do you 

have a maid in your home?” but the second speaker answers in local languages 

(Indonesian and Javanese): Pembantu kita hebat. Wis…kontrak mati kui “Our maid is 

very good. She is employed until she died”. Hence, it complies with the Gumperz’ 

theory (1998). 

Other characteristic of inter-sentential code switching has been mentioned by 

Sekere (2004:55). Sekere says that in inter-sentential switching a speaker has the 

ability of alternating between two or more languages. It is understandable because to 

produce inter-sentential code switching, people must be able to produce a whole 

sentence. Producing a whole sentence, people must have ability in the language. It 

means that the people need to have knowledge of the grammar or the rule of the 

language so only those who master in Chinese language can produce full sentences in 

Chinese. In the data, it is found only a few full sentences in Chinese language. They 

were produced only by group 3 and group 4. The examples are Ikeye tuoshao? “How 

much is it per month?” and SiaoYang, cia li yu me yu bu’ren? “Siao Yang (a name), 

do you have a maid in your home?” that are produced by group 3. Based on the 

theory of Sekere (2004:55), the few number of producing inter-sentential code 

switching that constitutes full sentences can be considered Semarang babah Chinese 

have limited knowledge in Chinese language. 
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4.1.2.3. The Specific Characteristics of Code Switching Done by Semarang Babah 

Chinese. 

It is found in the data, as it has been mentioned above, that all inter-sentential code 

switching done by the participants are in very short sentences. Besides that, they used 

mainly content words. These characteristics are not mentioned by linguists above and 

they are possible not the same with code switching done by other people in other 

places, so they can be considered as the specific characteristics of inter-sentential 

code switching done by Semarang babah Chinese. 

 

4.2. The Chinese Words Used by the Babah Chinese in their Code Switching 

In this sub-chapter the writer analyzes three things: 

1. The Chinese language used in code switching. 

2. The vocabularies often used by Semarang babah Chinese to code switch. 

3. The word classes used in code switching. 

 

4.2.1. The Chinese Language Used in Code Switching 

In doing code switching, it is found in the data that Semarang babah Chinese use 

not only Mandarin but also Hokkien words that are inserted inside the local languages 

(Indonesia and Javanese) so people who want to communicate with them must memorize 

both Mandarin and Hokkien words that are still used by them. The data show that 

Semarang babah Chinese use many more Mandarin words than Hokkien words. The 

comparison of both Mandarin and Hokkien words used can be seen in table 3 below. 
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Table 3 
 

The comparison of Mandarin and Hokkien words used 
 

Mandarin Hokkien Total  
Group Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

1 - - 7 100% 7 100% 
2 7 70% 3 30% 10 100% 
3 122 84.14% 23 15.86% 145 100% 
4 23 76.67% 7 23.33% 30 100% 
5 33 63.46% 19 36.54% 52 100% 
6 9 75% 3 25% 12 100% 

 

 

From the table above, it can be seen that all Chinese words produced by group 1 are 

Hokkien. However, group 2 produced only 30% Hokkien words and the rest are Mandarin. 

Group 3 produced mainly Mandarin i.e. 84.14%. There was only 15.86% in Hokkien. 

Group 4 also produced more words in Mandarin i.e. 76.67%. The same case is found in 

group 5. Hokkien words are used only for 36.54%. Only 25% of Chinese words used by 

group 6 are in Hokkien. It shows that in average Semarang babah Chinese produce more 

Mandarin than Hokkien. It can be interpreted that Semarang babah Chinese people have 

more ability in Mandarin than in Hokkien. The possible reason of this is in Semarang, 

Hokkien language was not taught in Chinese Schools (Hoa Ing and In Hoa). It was only 

Mandarin as national language of Chinese was taught. The other interpretation is that 

Hokkien is a Chinese vernacular so only Hokkien ethnic who can speak Hokkien and they 

do not use Hokkien when they speak to other Chinese ethnics. Therefore, the use of 

Hokkien is less than Mandarin. 

 

4.2.2. The Vocabularies Often Used 

The vocabularies of the Hokkien and the Mandarin that are still used by Semarang 

babah Chinese to code switch can be seen from Appendix 4. For those who want to be 
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closer to Semarang babah Chinese can memorize the vocabularies to be able to 

communicate with the group. It is interesting to know that there are some vocabularies 

used by more than one groups to code switch that can be interpreted the words are often 

used by Semarang babah Chinese. The examples of the vocabularies are: 

bu’ren “maid”  

cia “to eat” 

Chungkuoren “Chinese people” 

hen “very” 

hogi “fortune” 

Inniren “Indonesian people” 

haoje “delicioius” 

japuto “not bad” 

jiaosen “not pure Chinese anymore” 

laopan “boss” 

Wanacia “Javanese new year” 

The other often-used vocabularies are the name of the day such as Pai i “Monday”, Pai ol 

“Tuesday”, Pai san “Wednesday” etc and amount of money such as cemban “ten 

thousand”, cejeng “one thousand” etc. Besides that, the Mandarin phrase ting pu tung “able 

to listen but not to speak” often appears in the data. It can be guessed that the phrase and 

the vocabularies are generally used by Semarang babah Chinese. Therefore, to across the 

boundary of Semarang babah Chinese groups, at least people must have the ability to use 

these vocabularies. 
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4.2.3. The Word Classes Used to Code Switch 

From Appendix 4, it can be seen also the classes of words that are still used by 

Semarang babah Chinese. It is found that Semarang babah Chinese still use the nouns, 

verbs, adjectives, adverbs, demonstrative, numeral, preposition, pronoun, possessive 

pronoun and conjunction. However, the data shows that content words such as numeral, 

noun, verb and adjective are much more frequently used than the function words such as 

conjunction and demonstrative. The number of the function words in Chinese language 

may not as big as English but generally the use of more content words that carry more 

information than function words that need knowledge of the grammar can support the 

interpretation that Semarang babah Chinese people have limited knowledge in Chinese 

language. 

It has been mentioned above that based on the data, content words are used much 

more frequently than function words. The comparison of those classes of the content words 

that are often used can be seen in table 4 below. From this table, it can be seen also the 

sequence of the frequency in using those classes of words. 
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Table 4 
 

The number of the most frequent used class of words 
 

Adjective Adverb Noun Numeral Verb
M H     M H M H M H M H

Total  
Group 

 N %           N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N % N %
1                      - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 86 - - 1 14 7 100
2 2                     20 - - 1 10 - - - - 1 10 1 10 2 20 3 30 - - 10 100
3 10                      7 6 4 6 4 - - 37 26 7 5 42 29 7 5 13 9 3 2 145 100
4 6                      20 2 7 3 10 - - 4 13 - - 8 27 5 17 2 7 - - 30 100
5 8                      16 2 4 1 2 - - 13 25 11 22 3 6 5 10 4 8 1 2 52 100
6 -                      - 1 8 - - - - - - 1 8 9 75 1 8 - - - - 12 100

Total                      63 23 26 - 64 45 147 146 54 18  
Seque

nce 
                      4 8 7 - 3 6 1 2 5 9



It can be seen clearly from table 4, that the most frequent use of word produced by 

Semarang babah Chinese is numeral word because all groups of participant produce it and 

it gets the biggest percentage among the other classes of words. The numeral word of 

Hokkien is produced by all groups, but the biggest percentage is numeral words in 

Mandarin although it is produced only by five groups. Hence, numeral words both in 

Mandarin and Hokkien are the most important class of word in Semarang babah Chinese 

code switching. The possible reason is usually Chinese people do business. In business the 

numeral word is crucial. 

Noun and adjective in Mandarin take the next sequence after the numeral word. 

Both noun and adjective have big percentage in use among the participants so it can be 

interpreted that they take important part in code switching of Semarang babah Chinese. 

Adjective in Mandarin has almost the same frequency of use as the noun so adjective in 

Mandarin is as important as the noun. It makes sense because noun and adjective give 

important information in communication. 

Then, the next position is verb in Mandarin. It is produced by four groups of 

participants or more than half of participants use it. Seeing this fact, verb in Mandarin also 

plays important role in code switching of Semarang babah Chinese. It is understandable 

because verb shows the activity that plays an important role in a sentence. 

Moreover, noun in Hokkien is also important to know for those who want to be 

closer to Semarang babah Chinese because in the data, it is used by four groups of 

participants and takes significant percentage in the data. Adjective and verb in Hokkien are 

still found to be used for code switching but they are not used as often as the adjective and 

verb in Mandarin so adjective and verb in Mandarin are more important in Semarang 

babah Chinese’s code switching than those classes of words in Hokkien.  
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Then, adverb in Mandarin is still used significantly by Semarang babah Chinese 

because in these data it can be seen that it is still used by three groups. Meanwhile, the 

writer does not find the use of adverb in Hokkien in the data. It means that such class of 

word is rarely or is not used to code switch by Semarang babah Chinese. Therefore, it can 

be interpreted that adverb in Mandarin is more important in Semarang babah Chinese’ 

code switching than the word class in Hokkien. 

It is found that the name of the days as adverb such as Pai i “Monday”, Pai ol 

“Tuesday”, Pai san “Wednesday”and Pai se “Thursday” are also significantly used. It is 

used by groups 3 and group 5. It shows that Semarang babah Chinese still understand and 

use the words in their communication in social gatherings. It is understandable because the 

name of the days in Mandarin is very simple. Mandarin uses number to name the days. If 

they are translated literally, Pai i means day one, Pai ol means day two, Pai san means day 

three and so on because i means one, ol means two, san means three and so on. Hence, 

they are very easy to remember; besides the name of the days are important to identify the 

time. Those are the sensible reasons why Semarang babah Chinese still use the name of 

the days. 

From Appendix 4, it can be seen only one conjunction jung “from” and one 

preposition cai “in”. Both are produced only by one group and they appear only once. It 

shows that in average Semarang babah Chinese people do not use such classes of words. It 

means that only a few of them understand such words. It has been mentioned above that 

conjunction and preposition are function words. Function words relate to the grammar of 

the language. Only those who know the language better can use the grammar. Therefore, 

based on this fact, again the writer can interpret that Semarang babah Chinese have limited 

knowledge in Chinese language.  
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4.3. The Reasons of Semarang babah Chinese to Code Switch using Chinese 

Language 

The writer used questionnaire (see Appendix 2) to get the answer of the reasons of 

Semarang babah Chinese to code switch. In the question on the participants’ reasons of 

doing code switching, the writer gave some options. The participants can choose more than 

one option and add their own opinion. In table 5 below, it can be seen the item of options 

and the number of people who choose it.  

 

Table 5 
 

The item of options and the number of choosers 
 

Item Number of people % 
A 14 58 
B 8 33 
C 5 21 
D 8 33 
E 9 38 
F 4 17 
G Nil 0 
H 11 46 

Addition 1 4 
 

 

From this table, it can be seen that item A (to be closer to the listeners) gets the 

biggest number of choosers. It is chosen by 14 people of 24 participants or 58% of 

participants. It means that almost all Semarang babah Chinese do code switch to be closer 

to the listeners. This reason to code switch complies with what Crystal (1987) cited by 

Skiba (1997) says that code switching commonly occurs when an individual wishes to 

express solidarity with a particular social group. The biggest number of choice of item A 

shows Semarang babah Chinese has the opinion that to be closer and to be accepted by 

other people in the same ethnic is the most important thing in doing code switching. 
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Knowing this most important function of code switching that is done by Semarang babah 

Chinese, for those who want to be closer with the community or need personal approach 

for some purpose, ability of code switching can be a choice. 

Third is item E (because of some Chinese words cannot be translated precisely in 

Indonesian or Javanese language). It gets 38% choosers. It means that there are many of 

Semarang babah Chinese realize that it is difficult to translate some Chinese words 

precisely in sense into Indonesian or Javanese language. This reason is understandable 

because generally it is difficult to translate all words in a language into another language 

precisely in meaning. For example, it is difficult to find the precise meaning of the 

Hokkien words mbocengli and mbesai in Indonesian or Javanese even in English, although 

the two words have the similar meaning as not good. Therefore, usually they do not 

translate the words into Indonesian nor Javanese as it has been mentioned by Cook (2006) 

that some topics are more appropriate to one language than another. 

Next, item B (in order that other people cannot understand what is being talked) is 

chosen by eight people or 33% of participants so there is significant number of participants 

who chose this reason. It shows that they have motivation to have private conversation and 

only the member of the group can understand what is being talked about. It complies with 

Crystal (1987) cited by Skiba (1997) theory that one of the functions of code switching is 

to bind the group and exclude others from a conversation.  

The smallest percentage is item F (the impolite, rude and taboo words in 

Indonesian or Javanese can be mitigated by Chinese words). It gets four choosers so the 

item gets 17% of participants. It shows that there are still some people who want to be 

polite and hide the rude words by changing the word into Chinese word, as it has been 

mentioned above, Heller (1988) as cited by Elridge (1996:307) says that one of the 

functions of code switching is to mitigate a potential conflict in a situation. For example, 
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Chinese people use the Mandarin word bu’ren that means maid and kungren that means 

male servant. The conflict does not happen because the people being talked about do not 

understand the meaning. 

No one chooses item G (ashamed of being heard by other community when using 

impolite, rude and taboo words). It can be interpreted that they do not want to be assumed 

as people who like to use impolite, rude words and to show that they never use such words 

so they are not necessary to be ashamed. They want to be known as a polite group. It 

makes sense because there is not any one in the world wants to be considered impolite. 

Only one participant adds the other reason that it is because the participant has 

Chinese background education. Usually only people who graduate from high school or 

higher education have responsibility to keep the knowledge gotten from school. It is seen 

from the age of the participant who gave this motivation in code switching. He is 69 years 

old. Chinese schools in Indonesia were closed in 1966 and at that time it was possible that 

the participant was a graduate of Chinese high school or even Chinese university. That is 

the possible reason why only those who are about that age have this motivation in code 

switching.  

Among those reasons given by the participants, the writer found the reasons to code 

switch that can be considered as specific reasons that are not the same with what have been 

found by the linguists mentioned above. Item D (to maintain Chinese language in 

Indonesia especially in the participant’s community) gets eight choosers so it gets 33% of 

participants. It shows that there is still a significant number of Semarang babah Chinese 

people think that Chinese language is worth maintained. It can be interpreted that 

Semarang babah Chinese try to retain their language by doing code switch. 

The next specific reason is there are five people chose item C (let the listeners 

know that the participant is Chinese) so the items get only 21% of participants. It shows 
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that there are still some of Semarang babah Chinese who want to be identified as a 

Chinese by the people of the same ethnic. There are two possible reasons of this. It is 

because they want to be accepted by the group, to be closer with the listeners and they have 

feeling of unity. The other reason is they feel uncomfortable not to be recognized as a 

Chinese by the same Chinese ethnic.  

Last, item H (it is just a habit to use Chinese words, so there is not any reason of it) 

is chosen by 11 people that means 46% of participants do not have any special reason in 

doing code switching. They think that applying code switching is just a habit like when 

they use mother tongue language, so it is possible the Chinese words they use to code 

switch are inherited from their parents besides learned from school. A possible reason that 

they say about code switching is that they do it only as a habit without any reasons. The 

reason of doing code switching is not mentioned by the linguists above, so it can be 

considered also as a specific thing of Semarang babah Chinese’s code switching. 

From the data above, it can be concluded that there are some reasons of Semarang 

babah Chinese in doing code switching which are similar with the functions of code 

switching in general that have been found by linguists such as to be accepted by the group, 

to mitigate a potential conflict and the words can not be translated precisely. However, 

there are some reasons which can be considered as specific reasons. First, to be recognized 

by other Chinese people that they are Chinese. Second, to maintain their being Chinese 

such as they try to maintain Chinese language in their community. Last, they code switch 

as a habit. 

 

4.4. The People Semarang Babah Chinese Code Switch with 

To get the answer of the above problem formulation, the writer gave questionnaire 

to the participants that contains options of the people they code switch with. In table 6 
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below, it can be seen the item of participants’ choices and the number of people who 

choose it. 

 
Table 6 

 
The item of options and the number of choosers 

 
Item Number of 

people 
% 

A 14 58 
B 15 63 
C 14 58 
D 6 25 
E 8 33 
F 1 4 
G 14 58 
H 3 13 

 

 

From the data above, people know that in average Semarang babah Chinese do 

code switch using Chinese language with spouse (A), family (B) and close friends (C). It 

means that in average they do code switch using Chinese words only with certain people 

who are really close to them so the use of code switching of Semarang babah Chinese 

using Chinese words is very limited i.e. among small groups of the society. 

The surprising fact from the data is that some of Semarang babah Chinese people 

code switch with all people even native Indonesian or Javanese people who understand the 

Chinese words or want to learn Chinese. It known from the data that 13% of the 

participants chose item H (all people even native Indonesian or Javanese). It shows that 

there is a good interaction between the babah Chinese and the native, although it is still not 

big in percentage. 

Many of Semarang babah Chinese do code switch only if the partner to code 

switch use Chinese words. It is known from the big percentage (58%) of the option G (the 
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listeners that do code switch using Chinese words) they chose. It shows that they probably 

experience not all Semarang babah Chinese use Chinese words to code switch or know 

Chinese language. 

There are 33% of participants choose item E (business relation). It shows that 

significantly Chinese language is still used by Semarang babah Chinese to code switch 

when they do business among them. The possible reason of this is that they are more 

convenient to use certain business terms in Chinese or to make good relationship with 

business relation for the reason that they are the same Chinese ethnic. 

The babah Chinese who are the member of certain groups of babah Chinese such 

as sport group, dance group and social group also do code switch to each other in the same 

group but it seems not all of Semarang babah Chinese are the member of such groups. It is 

seen from the data that only 25% of participants chose item D (the same group of friends). 

Semarang babah Chinese people do code switch using Chinese language with 

selected Chinese people not to every Chinese person. It can be seen from the data that only 

4% of participants code switch to every Chinese person (F). The possible reason is that 

Chinese people who live in Indonesia especially in Semarang are not the same Chinese 

ethnic (Hokkien, Tiociu, Kwangtung, Khe etc). They have their own language that 

probably they do not understand to each other language. The other reason is they realize 

some Indonesian Chinese use Dutch to code switch and the others who did not go to school 

do not understand Chinese language.  

There was one participant adding his own choice of the listeners. He wrote that he 

code switched with all Chinese person in every China town in the world. It has the same 

meaning as item F (to all of Chinese people). This choice gets the smallest percentage of 

participants, so it can be interpreted that Semarang babah Chinese mostly do not code 

switch with every Chinese person but only with certain Chinese people. 
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In conclusion, Semarang babah Chinese do code switch to selected people even to 

the same Chinese people. They do code switch with their spouse, family, close friends, 

business relations and only with Chinese people who code switch using Chinese language. 

The surprising thing is the fact that some of them code switch with native people who 

understand the language and who want to learn Chinese language. 
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